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Abstract
The paper reviews two prominent approaches for the measurement of techno-
logical complexity: the method of reflection and the assessment of technologies’
combinatorial difficulty. It discusses their central underlying assumptions and iden-
tifies potential problems related to these. A new measure of structural complexity
is introduced as an alternative. The paper also puts forward four stylized facts of
technological complexity that serve as benchmarks in an empirical evaluation of five
complexity measures (increasing development over time, larger R&D efforts, more
collaborative R&D, spatial concentration). The evaluation utilizes European patent
data for the years 1980 to 2013 and finds the new measure of structural complexity
to mirror the four stylized facts as good as or better than traditional measures.
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1 Introduction
The complexity of technologies is seen as crucial explanatory dimension of technological
development and economic success (Romer, 1990; Dalmazzo, 2002). Hidalgo and Haus-
mann (2009) argue that country’s economic development is shaped by its ability to suc-
cessfully engage in complex economic activities and technologies. Both Sorenson (2005)
and Balland and Rigby (2017) show that few cities are capable of mastering complex
technologies that lay the foundation for their future growth.
Despite its theoretical relevance and an increasing empirical interest, measuring the
complexity of technologies empirically is a complicated issue, as Pintea and Thompson
(2007) note: “We do not have any easy way to measure complexity” [p. 280]. The two most
prominent approaches are put forward by Fleming and Sorenson (2001) and Balland and
Rigby (2017), with the latter transferring the approach of Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009)
for approximating economic complexity to the measurement of technological complexity.1
The present paper presents both approaches and argues that they build on the assumption
of complexity being scarce at their core. Balland and Rigby (2017) assume technological
complexity to be spatially scare, while Fleming and Sorenson (2001) build on the idea of
complex knowledge combinations appearing less frequently than simple ones. It is shown
that these assumptions are either theoretically problematic or may induce challenges in
the measures’ empirical application.
The paper develops an alternative measure of technological complexity, structural
complexity, which does not relate scarcity and complexity. The paper proceeds by empiri-
cally evaluating the approaches (and including two variants of the traditional approaches)
against four stylized facts of technological complexity (increasing average complexity over
time, more collaborative R&D, spatial concentration, and larger R&D efforts). The em-
pirical assessment is made using patent data for Europe between 1990 to 2015. The new
measure of structural complexity is shown to match the stylized facts similarly or even
better than the traditional measures. Similar to the measure of Fleming and Sorenson
(2001), it is not dependent upon the definition of spatial units.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section discusses the traditional ap-
proaches of measuring technological complexity. It also introduces the new measure of
structural complexity. Section 3 presents four stylized facts of technological complexity
that will serve as benchmarks for the empirical comparison of the traditional and new
complexity measures. The set up of the empirical evaluation is subject to Section 4,
the results of which are presented and discussed in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes the
findings and concludes the paper.
1Further approaches can be found in Albeaik et al. (2017) and Fernandez Donoso (2017).
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2 Two traditional and one new measures of technolog-
ical complexity
2.1 (Re-)combinatorial rareness and complexity
Fleming and Sorenson (2001) approach technological complexity by conceptualizing tech-
nological advancement as a search process for knowledge combination.2 They assume that
the difficulty of combining knowledge represents technological complexity, with more dif-
ficult combinations being required to advance more complex technologies. Their second
assumption relates past knowledge re-combination frequencies to the current difficulty
of combinatorial innovation. On this basis, they construct a measure of technological
complexity resembling the (in-)frequency of past knowledge combination such that small
frequencies, after controlling for their chances of random occurrence in an N/K frame-
work of Kauffmann (1993), translate into low complexity values. In a follow-up study
employing US patent data, they substantiate their results by showing that their measure
of technological complexity fits well with inventors’ perceived difficulty of the inventive
combination process (Fleming and Sorenson, 2004).
However, does the past (in-)frequency of combination really give a clear approximation
of the inventive difficulty and thereby of technological complexity? Less frequent combi-
nations may indeed be caused by the difficulty of the according invention process. Yet, it
also seems plausible that there is, or has been, little technological or economic interest in
such a combination. For instance, it should be relatively easy to integrate the electronic
navigation technology used in cars into horse chariots. However, this combination has
rarely been realized, if at all, most likely because there is little market potential for it.
2.2 The method of reflection approach
Balland and Rigby (2017) propose an alternative measure of economic complexity build-
ing on the work of Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009). They transfer the so-called method of
reflection used by Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) to assess economic complexity to em-
pirically derive a measure of technological complexity. The method of reflection is based
on diversity and ubiquity and assumes that technological complexity is spatially scarce.
Diversity is the number of distinct technologies in a region and ubiquity the number of
regions specialized in a technology. The proposed index of technological complexity yields
high values for technology A, when places specialized in A are also specialized in other
technologies that few other places are specialized in. Put differently, a technology will be
evaluated as being complex when it belongs to a group of technologies few places spe-
cialize in and these specializations appear in the same places. Balland and Rigby (2017)
2This also includes combination).
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apply this approach to patent data and estimate the complexity of technologies consid-
ering the technological specialization of US metropolitan statistical areas. The authors
find that regions commonly associated with technological and economic success (e.g., San
Jose, Austin, Bay area) are highly specialized in complex technologies.
There are many arguments supporting the idea of complexity being spatially scarce
(see also subsection 3). Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) argue that in order to be success-
ful in complex activities (e.g. in the development of complex technologies), it requires
“nontradable” spatial “capabilities” including “property rights, regulation, infrastructure,
specific labor skills” (p. 10570 Hidalgo and Hausmann, 2009). Similarly, concepts like
“learning regions”, “innovative milieu”, and “regional innovation systems” argue that few
regions possess location-specific capabilities yielding advantages for technological develop-
ment (Feldman, 1994; von Hippel, 1994; Markusen, 1996; Florida, 1995; Camagni, 1991;
Cooke, 1992). The findings of Sorenson (2005) add some empirical support to this by
showing that 10 to 15 % of industrial agglomeration can be explained by technological
complexity.
However, technologies’ spatial distribution may have multiple sources among which
complexity is just one. For instance, corporate R&D facilities are known to be located
close to public universities (Jaffe, 1989b), whose location is largely determined by policy
and historical circumstance. The distribution is also impacted by technologies’ geographic
diffusion, which depends among others on its degree of maturity, popularity, natural con-
ditions, geographic distances, place of origin, and crucially, economic potential Häger-
strand (1967); Teece (1977); Rogers (1995); Zander and Kogut (1995). Hence, all these
factors that are not related to technological complexity may impact technologies’ spatial
distribution and potentially distort the complexity measure.
Two more issues are related to the assumption of spatial scarcity. First, it makes the
measure highly endogenous when analyzing spatial phenomena. For instance, endogeneity
is likely to arise when the spatial distribution of technologies is explained with their levels
of complexity using a complexity measure based on their spatial distribution (see, e.g.,
Balland and Rigby, 2017). Crucially, this issue prevents a sound empirical test of the
measure’s underlying assumption of complexity being spatially scarce.
Second, as the measure requires a spatial delineation of regions, it becomes conditional
on this definition. Put differently, a technology’s complexity may depend on the employed
spatial unit, i.e., the size of the regions.
2.3 A measure of structural complexity
Fleming and Sorenson (2001) base their measure on ideas of complex systems. I follow this
line of thinking and start with technological advancement being a knowledge combination
process. I also follow their argument of technologies’ complexity being related to the
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difficulty of combining knowledge pieces in its advancement. Knowledge can be thought of
as a “network” of knowledge combination with the nodes being individual knowledge pieces
and their combination representing the links. To borrow the example of Hidalgo (2015),
think of an airplane as a specific type of technology. In order to fly, the airplane combines
many different knowledge pieces. Crucially, some pieces need to be directly linked in
order to function (e.g., wing design and aluminum processing), while others just need to
be indirectly related (e.g., electronic navigation and wing design). When representing
the airplane as the network of combined knowledge pieces, wing design and aluminum
processing are directly linked. In contrast, electronic navigation is only indirectly related,
as other knowledge pieces (electronic control systems, mechatronical interfaces, etc.) act
as bridges.
In this conception, I propose to use the complexity of this network representing the
combinatorial structure of knowledge pieces as a measure of the (airplane) technology’s
complexity. That is, the difficulty of combining knowledge is argued to be determined
by the precise structure with which knowledge pieces are integrated with each other in
innovation processes. Complex structures are more difficult to realize and hence represent
more complex technologies. This is motivated by two arguments, one being inspired by the
literature on network complexity (Simon, 1962; Bonchev and Buck, 2005) in combination
with the literature on knowledge relatedness (Nooteboom, 2000; Frenken et al., 2007) and
the second by information theory (Wiener, 1947; Shannon, 1948).
Beginning with the literature on network complexity and knowledge relatedness, Fig-
ure 1 shows ideal typical network structures. If the combinatorial network has the shape
of a star, it means that all knowledge pieces just need to be combined with a central
one. As knowledge piece combinations require some technological / cognitive overlap
(Nooteboom, 2000; Boschma, 2005), the pieces share some common parts making combi-
nation/integration easier. The same reasoning applies to fully connected networks (Com-
plete). Such overlap is lower when multiple central knowledge pieces characterize the
combinatorial network (tree structure). In this sense, the network resembles the idea of
the knowledge space (see, e.g., Kogler et al., 2013; Balland and Rigby, 2017). The greater
knowledge diversity makes such network structures more complex. A tree network implies
a modular structure with each module being made of somewhat similar knowledge pieces,
which reduces the overall complexity in the network. Such clear-cut modules as in a tree
network are less frequent than small-world network structures, which therefore indicate
greater knowledge diversity. However, there is still a certain degree of modularity and
symmetry, which provides some simplifying patterns. Any of those are lacking in purely
random combinatorial structures (Random). Each element is combined in a distinct way
and there are no overarching principles structuring the combinatorial processes. Com-
plexity is highest in this case. Hence, such structural differences (stars, complete, trees,
small-world, random) in combinatorial networks can be used to differentiate complex and
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(a) Star (b) Tree (c) Small-World
(d) Complete (e) Random
Figure 1: Typical network structures
simple technologies.
An alternative motivation for using combinatorial networks as way to approach tech-
nological complexity is provided by information theory (Wiener, 1947; Shannon, 1948).
The combinatorial network represents a system of (knowledge) pieces and their interaction
(combination). Systems’ complexity increases with the amount of information contained
in its structure (Dehmer et al., 2009). For instance, a star is simple because it can be
summarized by the number of pieces (nodes) and the identity of the central piece (node).
Much more information are contained in tree and small-world networks. However, the
existence of structuring principles allows for information to be condensed. This is not
possible in the case of random (network) structures, which therefore contain maximum
information. A complete network is also a simple structure as it represents little infor-
mation besides the number of pieces (see for a discussion, e.g. Bonchev and Buck, 2005;
Dehmer and Mowshowitz, 2011). Hence, the information theoretical perspective on net-
works also allows for differentiating complex and simple structures and can therefore be
used to assess the complexity of combinatorial networks and thereby that of technologies.
Unfortunately, there is no single widely accepted method of measuring the complexity
of (combinatorial) network structures. In contrast, a wide range of approaches exists that
capture different structural aspects. It is beyond the scope of the present paper to review
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or discuss their pros and cons (for excellent reviews, see Bonchev and Buck, 2005; Dehmer
and Mowshowitz, 2011; Emmert-Streib and Dehmer, 2012).
Recently, Emmert-Streib and Dehmer (2012) developed the so-called Network Density
Score (NDS), which reflects the structural diversity in a network. The measure has a
number of desirable features. Most importantly, it convincingly differentiates ordered,
complex, and random networks. Networks are considered ordered when many nodes show
similar properties (e.g., degree). For instance, most nodes in a star and tree network have
the same degree (one). According to the above discussion, ordered networks represent
simple technologies because they contain less information and are more homogeneous.
Complex networks represent mixtures of such ordered and random structures while ran-
dom networks lack any type of order. In accordance with the above, complex networks
belong to less complex technologies than random networks. Emmert-Streib and Dehmer
(2012) show that no traditional measure of network complexity is similarly good at cat-
egorizing networks with respect to their structural complexity. In addition, the NDS
measure is relatively invariant to the size of networks; a rather unique feature among the
measures of network complexity. It will be shown later in this paper that the measure’s
size invariance is a strong asset.
3 Stylized facts about technological complexity
Each of the approaches of measuring technological complexity takes a somewhat different
perspective, so the following question arises: which reflects technological complexity most
appropriately? Unfortunately, there is no objective standard against which such a com-
parison can be made. I therefore put forward a (non-exclusive) list of four stylized facts
about technological complexity, which most scholars in the field seem to agree upon. The
three approaches will be evaluated on how well the complexity measures constructed on
their basis are able to empirically reflect these facts.
Technological complexity increases over time. Technological systems have become
increasingly complex over time because of knowledge and technologies’ cumulative nature,
with each generation building upon the technological environment established by its pre-
decessors (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Howitt, 1999; Aunger, 2010; Hidalgo, 2015). Tech-
nologies also become more complex due to their growing range of functions. For instance,
“[d]igital control systems [of aircraft engines] interact with and govern a larger (and in-
creasing) number of engine components than [previous] hydromechanical ones (Prencipe,
2000). Another example is Microsoft’s operation system Windows, that grew from 3-4
million lines of code (Windows 3.1) to more than 40 million (Windows Vista) (Wikipedia,
2017). Moreover, technologies have reached higher levels of complementary requiring
more multi-technology activities, which adds to the complexity of their development and
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application (Fai and Von Tunzelmann, 2001). “The result is a constantly increasing so-
phistication and richness of the technological world ” (Aunger, 2010, p. 773). The pattern
of increasing technological complexity over time should hence be reflected by complexity
measures applied to empirical data.
Complex technologies require more R&D The development of complex technolo-
gies requires dealing with greater technological diversity and combining less common
knowledge than simple technologies (Fleming and Sorenson, 2001). Creating new knowl-
edge combinations implies search activities for potentially fitting pieces and subsequent
testing of these combinations. Frequently, advancing complex technologies is achieved
by trial-and-error (Carbonell and Rodriguez, 2006). “What succeeded and failed last time
gives clues as to what to try next, etc. (Nelson, 1982, p. 464). Hence, “harder-to-find”, i.e.,
more difficult/complex, solutions involve more trials and errors, which consume resources.
The greater knowledge diversity inherent to complex technologies further demands more
diverse but specialized experts working together. “When dealing with technological com-
plex projects [...], they [...] depend more heavily on other functional specialists for the
expertise” (Carbonell and Rodriguez, 2006, p. 226). They must have to be provide with
a environment that puts them into position to exchange knowledge, learn, and work to-
gether, which requires further (e.g., organizational) resources (Teece, 1992). In particular,
(spatial) proximity among experts allowing for face-to-face communication enhances the
work on complex projects, which is not necessarily true for simple projects in which in-
tensive communication may even have negative effects (Carbonell and Rodriguez, 2006).
Related to these are the greater difficulties of transmitting and diffusing more complex
knowledge (Sorenson et al., 2006). Learning of complex knowledge is more resource-
intensive because greater absorptive capacities are needed (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990)
and passive learning modes are insufficient (Pintea and Thompson, 2007). This challenges
communication and collective learning processes within and among R&D labs.
While there is no direct empirical confirmation for this stylized fact, some findings
support it. For instance, the development time of complex products is larger (and hence
more expensive) than that of simple ones (Griffin, 1997). Studies also find nations’ R&D
intensities outgrowing their economic outputs and incomes (Pintea and Thompson, 2007;
Woo Kim, 2015). The greater need of collaborative R&D in case of complex technologies
is also frequently related to larger resource requirements that are overcome by organi-
zations pooling their resources (see, e.g., Hagedoorn et al., 2000). Moreover, the larger
uncertainty and costs associated to complex technologies makes organizations engaging
in their development more likely to fail Singh (1997).
Complex technologies require more cooperation. “With the universe of knowledge
ever expanding, researchers need to specialise to continue contributing to state of the art
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knowledge production” (Hoekman et al., 2009, p. 723). This in turn has led to a stronger
dispersion of knowledge in the economy, thereby increasing the relevance of interpersonal
knowledge exchange. Put differently, technological advancement increasingly requires
interpersonal interaction and cooperation (Meyer and Bhattacharya, 2004; Wuchty et al.,
2007). This trend is reflected in empirical data. For instance, Wagner-Doebler (2001)
show that about ten percent of scientific publications were realized by co-authorships
at the beginning of the twentieth century. This percentage rose to almost fifty percent
at the end of this century. A similar trend can be observed for patents (Fleming and
Frenken, 2007). Interaction and cooperation is thereby more crucial for the development
of complex than simple knowledge, as complex technologies include the combination of
diverse and heterogeneous knowledge (Zander and Kogut, 1995). These are more likely
possessed by specialized experts (Hidalgo and Hausmann, 2009; Hidalgo, 2015; Balland
and Rigby, 2017). This finds some indirect confirmation in the studies of Katz and Martin
(1997) and Frenken et al. (2005). These authors report positive correlations between the
number of citations to scientific articles (as a rough measure of their quality) and their
numbers of authors.
Complex technologies concentrate in space. As has been argued for a long time
in Economic Geography and Regional Science as well as more recently by Hidalgo and
Hausmann (2009) and Balland and Rigby (2017), developing complex technologies re-
quires special skills, existing expertise, infrastructure, and institutions not found in every
place. For instance, industrial sectors interlinked by labor mobility, open but dense so-
cial networks, and related knowledge bases are crucial factors in such contexts (Saxenian,
1994; Castaldi et al., 2015). Adding to this are strong economies of scale in R&D and
the location choice of large R&D labs and universities that tend to be highly agglomer-
ated (Jaffe, 1989a; Audretsch and Feldman, 1996; Almeida, 1996). The place-specificity
of favorable conditions for innovation are emphasized in concepts like the “learning re-
gions”, “innovative milieu”, and “regional innovation systems” (Florida, 1995; Camagni,
1991; Cooke, 1992). These conditions allow for bridging cognitive distances and com-
bining heterogeneous knowledge, which in other places would remain uncombined. Such
conditions are path-dependent and place-specific making places with such characteristics
relatively rare. The studies of Balland and Rigby (2017) and Sorenson (2005) confirm
this stylized fact using U.S. patent data.
4 Empirical evaluation
To compare the approaches of measuring technological complexity, I will estimate five
measures and apply them to empirical data. Subsequently, I will evaluate if the obtained
results meet the four stylized facts above.
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4.1 Data
In a common manner, I rely on patent data for approximating knowledge and technolo-
gies. Despite well-known problems (see for a discussion Griliches, 1990), patents entail
detailed and unparalleled information about innovation processes such as date, location,
and a technological classification. I use the OECD REGPAT database covering patent
applications and their citations from the European Patent Office. The data covers the pe-
riod 1975 to 2013 and includes information on 2.823.975 patent applications. I remove all
non-European inventors leaving 1.393.411 patents that are assigned to European NUTS
2 and 3 regions by means of inventors’ residence (multiple-counting).
Technologies are defined on the basis of the International Patent Classification (IPC).
The IPC is hierarchically organized in eight classes at the highest and more than 71,000
classes at the lowest level. I use the four-digit IPC level to define 630 distinct technolo-
gies. While there is no objective reason for this level, it offers a good trade-off between
technological disaggregation and manageable numbers of technologies. In addition, it has
been used in related studies (Schmoch et al., 2003; Breschi and Lenzi, 2011).
The complexity measures are estimated in a moving window approach. Patent num-
bers vary considerably between years and some technologies have few patents. I therefore
follow common practice and combine patent information of five years such that a com-
plexity measure estimated for year t is based on patents issued between t and t− 4 (see,
e.g., Ter Wal, 2013).
4.2 Estimation of complexity measures
4.2.1 Measures based on the method of reflection
The estimation of the complexity measures based on the method of reflection starts with
the calculation of the regional technological advantage (RTA) of region r with respect to
to technology c in year t.
RTAr,c,t =
patentsr,c,t∑
r patentsr,c,t∑
c patentsr,c,t∑
c
∑
r patentsr,c,t
(1)
Second, an incidence matrix (M), or two-mode network, between regions (rows) and
technologies (columns) is constructed with a binary link if region r has RTAr,c,t > 1,
i.e., it is above average specialized in technology c, and no link otherwise. Each region’s
number of links (row sum) represents its diversity (Kr,0) and each technology’s links its
ubiquity (Kc,0) (column sum). In accordance with Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009), the
diversity and ubiquity scores are sequentially calculated by estimating the following two
equations simultaneously over n (20) iterations (for more details, see Balland and Rigby,
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2017).
KCIr,n =
1
Kr,0
∑
r
Mr,cKr,n−1 (2)
KCIc,n =
1
Kc,0
∑
c
Mr,cKc,n−1 (3)
In the present paper, I am particularly interested in KCIc,n, which represents technolo-
gies’ complexity value. As a robustness check, the complexity index is estimated using
the assignments of patents to NUTS 3 (1.383) regions, denoted as HH.3NUTS, and
alternatively to NUTS 2 (384) regions, which will be denoted as HH.2NUTS.
On the basis of the work of Caldarelli et al. (2012) and Tacchella et al. (2012), Balland
and Rigby (2017) propose an alternative version of this complexity measure. Matrix M is
column standardized and multiplied with its transposed version to get the square matrix
B, which has the 630 technologies as dimensions. Its none-diagonal elements represent the
similarity of technologies’ distributions across places. The diagonal is the average diversity
of cities having an RTA in the row/column technology. A technological complexity score
is then estimated as the second eigenvector of matrix B. It is called HH.eigen.
Accordingly, two measures are based on the original method of reflection (HH.3NUTS,
HH.2NUTS) that vary in terms of the underlying spatial unit. In addition, a modified
version of the method of reflection is used for the measure HH.Eigen.3
4.2.2 Measures based on the difficulty of knowledge combination
For calculating the complexity measure of Fleming and Sorenson (2001), knowledge pieces
need to be defined whose combinations can then be evaluated. In accordance with Flem-
ing and Sorenson (2001), knowledge pieces are approximated by the most disaggregated
level of IPC subclasses (ten-digit subclass IPC level). Knowledge combinations are these
subclasses’ co-occurrences on patents (patents are usually classified into multiple classes).
The ease of combination is approximated by setting the co-occurrence count of subclass
i with all other subclasses in relation to the number of patents in this subclass.
Ei =
count of subclasses previously combined with subclass i
count of previous patents in subclass i
(4)
This score is inverted and averaged over all patents of subclass i to create a measure of
independence for each patent.
Kl =
count of subclasses on patent l∑
Eili
(5)
Based on the N/K model of Kauffmann (1993), the final complexity score is estimated
as the ratio between the measure of independence Kl and the total number of patents on
3The three measures have been estimated using the R-package EconGeo by Balland (2016).
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which l’s occurs (N). Crucially, Ei and the count of subclasses on patent l are estimated
on the basis of different time periods. While the latter is calculated with respect to
the current time period (moving window: patents granted between t and t− 4), the first
considers all patents prior to t−4. The score is estimated for each patent and subsequently
averaged across all patents belonging to a technology (four digit IPC class). It is denoted
as FS.Modular.
4.2.3 Calculation of the measure of structural complexity
The calculation of the new measure of structural complexity (Structural) begins in a
similar manner as FS.Modular. First, for each of the 630 technologies c, the set of patents
are extracted belonging to the respective class. Second, the matrix Mc is established for
each set by counting all co-occurrences of (ten-digit) IPC subclasses on its patents. Mc
is dichotomized with all positive entries being set to one. The matrix now represents
a binary undirected network Gc with the nodes being all IPC subclasses occurring on
patents with at least one IPC subclass belonging to technology c. Links indicate observed
co-occurrence. Gc contains all ways technology c’s subclasses have been combined among
themselves and with all other patent subclasses. Hence, it is the combinatorial network
of technology c.4 The question now is whether this network Gc has a complex structure.
The network complexity NDS measure of Emmert-Streib and Dehmer (2012) pro-
vides an answer. In contrast to most traditional network complexity measures, the NDS
combines multiple network variables into one. First, the share of modules in the network
(αmodule = Mn ) with M being the number of modules and n that of nodes. Modules can
be seen as sign of general organizational principles in the network, i.e. of the existence of
ordered structures. Second, a measure of the variance of module sizes vmodule = var(m)mean(m) ,
whereby m is the vector of module sizes. It approximates “the variability of network
sizes in respect to the mean size of a module” (Emmert-Streib and Dehmer, 2012, p.
e34523). Random networks are likely to show a low variability and low average size of
modules. Third, the variable Vλ capturing the Laplacian (L) matrix’s variability is defined
as vλ = var(Λ(L))mean(Λ(L)) , which picks up similar structures as vmodule. Fourth, the relation of
motifs of size three and four (rmotif =
(Nmotif (3))
Nmotif (4)
). In numerical exercises Emmert-Streib
and Dehmer (2012) observe this variable to be highest in ordered, medium in complex,
and lowest in random networks.
The four variables are combined in order to obtain the individual network diversity
score (INDS) for the network (Gc):
INDS(Gc) =
αmodule ∗ vmodule
vλ ∗ rmotif . (6)
4Alternatively, the network can be restricted to subclasses belonging to technology c. However, such
approach would ignore potential bridging functions of adjacent technologies as well as the possibilities of
embedding this technology into larger technological systems.
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Networks may show properties of a complex or ordered network just by chance and
thereby mislead measures of complexity. Emmert-Streib and Dehmer (2012) therefore
estimate INDS for a population of networks GM , to which Gi belongs. In practice, this
is achieved by drawing samples S from network Gc and estimating INDS for each sample
network. The final network diversity measure (NDSs) can than be obtained by:
NDSs({GSc |GM}) =
1
S
S∑
GcGM
INDS(Gc) (7)
Since the network density score (NDS) is only defined for sufficiently large and con-
nected networks (Emmert-Streib and Dehmer, 2012), I restrict the estimation to the
largest component of network Gc. Moreover, the NDSc score (equation 7) is only cal-
culated if the component has at least five nodes (co-occurring IPC subclasses). More
precisely, for each Gc (main component), a sample of 100 nodes n (in case of components
with less than 1.000 nodes) and 300 (for components with more than 1.000 nodes) is
randomly drawn. For each node n, a network Gn is drawn from Gc by a random walktrap
of 1.000 steps starting from n. From this network, a subnetwork Gin of 200 random nodes
i 5 is selected. INDS (equation 6) is then estimated for Gin. The score is subsequently
averaged over all subnetworks giving NDSc. To obtain values with large values signaling
random networks (complex technologies), medium values indicating complex networks
(medium complex technologies), and low values standing for ordered networks (simple
technologies), NDSc is taken in logs and multiplied by −1. It represents the structural
(combinatorial) complexity of technology c and is denoted as Structural. Notably, the
results (i.e., the ranking of technologies) will somewhat vary by default when the measure
is repeatedly estimated 6 due to the measures’ random component.
5 Results
5.1 Application oriented aspects of the complexity measures
Before the measures are evaluated against the four stylized facts, it is informative to
examine some empirical features unrelated to the four stylized facts. Unfortunately, two
technologies do not have sufficient patents for any measures to be estimated leaving sample
of 628 technologies in the example year 2010. Sixteen lack a sufficiently large component
in the combinatorial network for a calculation of structural complexity. Table 5 in the
Appendix lists some basic descriptives.
5Emmert-Streib and Dehmer (2012) find a sample network size of 120 nodes to be sufficient for robust
results.
6The estimations of the measures’ parts have been conducted with the R-package QuACN by Mueller
et al. (2011)
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A first interesting insight into the measures’ properties is gained by rank-correlation
analyses using the data of the last five years (2008-2013) (Table 1). Besides the five
complexity measures, the analyses include the growth of patents in the last 10 years
(Patent.Growth.10), the number of citations per patent (Cit.Pat), and the number of
IPC subclasses (IPCs) found on patents of a technology.
Patents Patents Cit.Pat IPCs HH. HH. HH. FS. Structural
Growth.10 NUTS3 NUTS2 Eigen Modular
Patents 1.00 0.12 0.01 0.78 -0.56 -0.53 0.06 0.39 0.68
Patent.Growth.10 0.12 1.00 -0.02 -0.00 -0.03 -0.06 0.11 0.08 0.07
Cit.pat 0.01 -0.02 1.00 -0.03 0.12 0.14 -0.01 0.07 0.00
IPCs 0.78 -0.00 -0.03 1.00 -0.42 -0.38 0.08 0.13 0.37
HH.3NUTS -0.56 -0.03 0.12 -0.42 1.00 0.89 0.43 -0.14 -0.47
HH.2NUTS -0.53 -0.06 0.14 -0.38 0.89 1.00 0.38 -0.20 -0.43
HH.Eigen 0.06 0.11 -0.01 0.08 0.43 0.38 1.00 0.07 -0.03
FS.Modular 0.39 0.08 0.07 0.13 -0.14 -0.20 0.07 1.00 0.15
Structural 0.68 0.07 0.00 0.37 -0.47 -0.43 -0.03 0.15 1.00
Table 1: Correlation of complexity measures 2009-2013
No measure shows a strong relationship with the number of citations per patents
(Cit.Pat). Research shows a correlation between patents’ technological and economic
values with their citation counts (see, e.g., Trajtenberg, 1990; Harhoff et al., 1999) sug-
gesting that no measure seems to be able to directly capture this “value” dimension of
technologies. Similar holds true for the growth of patent numbers during the last 10 years
(Patents.Growth.10).
HH.2NUTS and HH.3NUTS are positively correlated. Their correlation is relatively
high with r = 0.89 implying that the employed scale of the underlying spatial units matters
but does not dramatically alter the complexity scores. Therefore, one of the criticisms
of this measure raised in Section 4.2.1 find weak support. Put differently, the ranking of
technologies in terms of complexity depends to some but not to a dramatic degree on the
spatial unit chosen as the basis in the estimation.
The two measures based on IPC subclass combinations (FS.Modular and Structural)
are negatively associated with the other complexity measures (except for FS.Modular
and HH.Eigen). Accordingly, while attempting to measure the same thing (technolog-
ical complexity), the two approaches (method of reflection and evaluating IPC subclass
combinations) do not overlap empirically.
It should be noted that the computational requirements of Structural drastically ex-
ceed those of the other measures. In part, this is due to the fact that it is not yet
implemented in existing software and (more significantly) it includes an iterative proce-
dure.
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5.2 Increasing complexity over time
5.2.1 Average complexity
While the application-oriented aspects are important, they don’t give insights into how
well the different approaches perform in measuring technological complexity. The first
stylized fact used for such an assessment is whether the average complexity of technologies
increases over time. Figure 2 answers this question by showing the median complexity
value across all technologies for each of the five measures from 1980 to 2013. For better
visualization and comparison, all measures have been divided by their maximum. The first
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Figure 2: Average complexity 1980-2013
thing to notice is the relatively erratic and nonparallel development of HH.2NUTS and
HH.3NUTS. With some interruptions, HH.3NUTS remains close to one (maximum)
until about 2000, before it starts to drop to values around 0.55. In contrast, HH.3NUTS
starts from a maximum value of almost one, before dropping to about 0.27 in 1993,
increasing back to one in 1997, and declining again strongly until 2008, before growing in
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the last three years. While technological development does not necessarily take place in a
smooth manner, there are no explanations for why complexity should have dropped that
drastically at some point in time. Moreover, the nonparallel development of HH.2NUTS
and HH.3NUTS underlines the scale variance of the measure. Clearly, the two measures
fail in representing the stylized fact of increasing complexity over time.
The three other measures, HH.Eigen, FS.Modular, and Structural are more ef-
fective. While there is a strong drop in HH.Eigen to almost zero in the early 1980s,
it increases relatively monotonically afterwards. FS.Modular and Structural show a
more steady and monotonic increase, which however turns in the year 2004 in case of
Structural. The decline of Structural is rather limited (the value of 2013 is just 7.3 %
smaller than the maximum value in the year 2004). The decline might be a feature of the
employed database where recent patents are frequently added multiple years after their
actual application and hence they might not have been included yet. It should therefore
not be over interpreted. In general, the figure shows the similarity in the developments of
FS.Modular and that of the median number of patents per technology (also normalized
with its maximum). Structural follows the general trend of patent numbers as well but
to a lower degree. The extent to which this might be caused by a “size dependency” of
the complexity measures, will be explored in more detail in Section ??.
5.2.2 Technologies’ age
Increasing complexity over time can also be assessed by comparing the average ‘age’ of
technologies to their complexity, with the idea being that more recent technologies are
more complex. I approximate age by calculating the mean age of patents in a given year
for each technology and correlate it with the according complexity scores.7 A positive
correlation implies that technologies with young patents (e.g., subject to more recent
R&D) obtain higher complexity values, which corresponds to the stylized fact.
Figure 3 plots this rank correlation for each year. It clearly confirms the previous
observation: just HH.Eigen, FS.Modular, and Structural are able to replicate the styl-
ized fact of younger technologies being more complex, i.e., growing in complexity over
time. Notably, the correlation of HH.Eigen and patents’ mean age only becomes posi-
tive after 1986, while for FS.Modular and Structural it has been positive since 1981.8
HH.2NUTS and HH.3NUTS are characterized by a negative correlation for most years
suggesting that they identify older technologies as complex.
In summary, the three measuresHH.Eigen, FS.Modular, and Structural, correspond
to and reflect growing technological complexity over time and thereby align with the first
stylized fact.
7Note that the database is restricted with the earliest patents being from 1978.
8Given the lack of patent data prior to 1978, early years may not be reliable for this analysis.
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Figure 3: Correlation with patents’ mean age, 1980-2013
5.3 Magnitude of R&D efforts
??
Unfortunately, I lack information on the true R&D efforts invested or R&D employ-
ment contributing to the development of the technologies considered in the paper. In a
common manner, I therefore approximate the R&D efforts with the number of patents.
This is justified by patents and R&D efforts being positively correlated at the organiza-
tional and regional level (Griliches, 1990; Acs et al., 2002). However, it has to be pointed
out that this approximation is strongly influenced by national and industrial differences
in patent propensity and R&D productivity (for a discussion, see Arundel and Kabla,
1998; de Rassenfosse and van Pottelsberghe de la Potterie, 2009). This surely reduces the
reliability of the analysis and calls for future work on this issue.9
The results of the (rank) correlation analysis are shown in Figure 4. The two measures
HH.3NUTS and HH.2NUTS are strongly negatively correlated with patent counts for
all years, except 1991. The negative correlation of HH.3NUTS and HH.2NUTS may
9Alternatively, I could have used the number of inventors as approximation of R&D efforts. However,
their correlation with patent counts is r = 0.98 ∗ ∗∗ and does not impact the empirical results at all.
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Figure 4: Correlation of complexity with technologies’ patent counts, 1980-2013
reflect that technologies with few patents tend to be (for this reason) (co-)concentrated
in space, which will increases their estimated complexity. The strong negative correlation
implies that these two measures cannot resemble this stylized fact.
A positive correlation between patent numbers and complexity scores are observed
for Structural. Large patent classes imply many IPC subclasses (r = 0.93 ∗ ∗∗), which
reduces the chances of their co-occurrence on patents. The correlation of Structural is
above 0.6 in most and above 0.8 in recent years. Hence, the measure seems to be strongly
influenced by the number of patents assigned to 4-digit IPC classes. This makes the
measure reflecting this stylized fact easily.n
However, it also leads to the question whether the measure’s information content goes
sufficiently beyond that represented by the absolute number of patents. While the rank-
ing information is not identical, it overlaps to more than 80%. Figure 5 reveals that the
magnitude of the correlation drops strongly when very small technologies are excluded.
For instance, when excluding patents in technologies with less than 200 patents, which
correspond an exclusion of 8% of all patents, the correlation of Structural and technol-
ogy size already drops to 0.5. Given that the measure is based on network complexity
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Figure 5: Correlation of complexity with patent counts across size classes
measures that are known to be closely linked to networks size, a rank correlation of less
than r = 0.5 has to be seen as a relatively low value in this context and highlights one
of the NDS measure’s attractive features (Emmert-Streib and Dehmer, 2012). By further
limiting the sample to patents in large technologies, the correlation decreases to a mini-
mum of 0.35 before gradually increasing again. Crucially, the correlation always remains
positive without reaching the initial large levels again. The declining correlation for larger
technologies relates to the fact that small technologies with very few patents frequently
show complete combinatorial networks (density of 1), which are per definition classified
as being simple (see Section 2.3). In sum, the stylized fact can be clearly confirmed for
Structural.
A more moderately positive correlation is found for F.S.Modular signaling that this
measure clearly represents the stylized fact of complex technologies requiring larger R&D
efforts. Figure 5 reveals that this correlation is somewhat larger in case of medium sized
technologies than in case of smaller and larger ones.
The results for HH.Eigen are less clear. Its correlation with patent counts remains
negative until 1997. Afterwards it becomes positive. Given the positive correlation staying
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well below r = 0.2, I argue of this measure aligning to this fact.
In short, only two out of five measures (FS.Modular and Structural) are able to
mirror the stylized fact of complex technologies being associated to larger R&D efforts.
5.4 Spatial concentration
The production of complex technologies is expected to be spatially concentrated because
few places possess the necessary capabilities. To test this stylized fact, I first estimate the
spatial concentration of technologies by means of the GINI coefficient and the assignment
of inventors to NUTS3 regions. The coefficient obtains a values close to one if inventors
concentrate in few regions and its value converges to zero if they are evenly distributed in
space. As a simple test of the degree of spatial concentration, I estimate the correlation
between complexity scores and GINI coefficients of the patents used in their construction
for the year 2010. The results are shown in Table 2.
The two measures HH.3NUTS and HH.2NUTS turn out to be strongly positively
correlated to spatial concentration, while HH.Eigen, FS.Modular, and Structural are
found to be negatively correlated.
While this would suggest that just the first two measures correspond to the stylized
fact, it has to be pointed out that spatial concentration is strongly negatively correlated
with technologies’ size (number of patents). Larger technologies concentrate less in space.
Since FS.Modular and Structural are positively correlated with size, this is might drive
the results.
Patents HH.3NUTS HH.2NUTS HH.Eigen FS.Modular Structural
r with GINI coef. −0.86∗∗∗ 0.33∗∗∗ 0.18∗∗∗ −0.13∗∗∗ −0.37∗∗∗ −0.67∗∗∗
Table 2: Correlation between inventors’ spatial distribution and technological complexity
in 2010
Figure 6 clarifies this issue by plotting the correlation of complexity and spatial con-
centration for varying subsamples. More precise, I iteratively re-estimate the correlation
by removing the smallest technologies from the original data whereby the technologies’
minimum size (number of patents) to remain in the subsample is raised by one patent
in each iteration. Accordingly, the solid lines represent the correlation coefficient given
technologies of at least the according size. Additionally, the figure shows the share of
patents (on all patents) still covered by the subsample (solid line). To exclude potential
temporal effects, I exclusively consider the year 2010.
The exercise has little impact on the correlation of HH.2NUTS and HH.3NUTS
much, which remains close to 0.3. Similarly, the negative correlation of FS.Modular with
spatial concentration remains intact. However, the results for HH.Eigen and Structural
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change dramatically. When the smallest technologies are excluded (those with less than
350 patents in 2010) the correlation, which initially was strongly negative, becomes pos-
itive. Excluding these technologies corresponds to dropping ca. 13 % of all patents.
When excluding about 25 % of all patents, the correlation of Structural is already at
the level of that of HH.2NUTS and HH.3NUTS. It keeps increasing after this point.
For HH.Eigen to reach this level, almost 75 % of all patents would have to be dropped,
which suggests that spatial concentration is not a strong feature of technologies identified
as complex with this measure.
In summary, the stylized fact of complex technologies concentrating in space corre-
sponds to what can be observed when applying HH.2NUTS and HH.3NUTS to empir-
ical data. However, this might be related to what is already built into this measure (see
Section 4.2.1). The empirical results for Structural also mirror this fact when excluding
the smallest technologies. There is no accordance of HH.Eigen and FS.Modular with
this stylized fact.
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Figure 6: Correlation between technological complexity and spatial concentration (GINI
coefficient)
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5.5 Collaborative R&D
Complex technologies should show higher degrees of collaborative R&D than simple ones.
In a similar fashion as above, I explore the relation by correlating the number of inventors
per patent with the five complexity measures. Figure 7 depicts this correlation over
time. The figure reveals that only Structural corresponds to the stylized fact of more
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Figure 7: Correlation between complexity and inventors per patents 1980-2013
collaborative R&D in complex technologies. The correlation is consistently positive and
exceeds r = 0.25∗∗∗ in all years. The peaking correlation between spatial concentration and
Structural in 1992 with a value close to 0.5 is an interesting observation that deserves more
attention in future research. All other complexity measures show negative correlations
with the number of inventors per patent in extended time periods. While HH.2NUTS
and HH.3NUTS show positive correlations until about 1993, the coefficients remains
negative in most of the subsequent years. Modular never manages to gain a positive
correlation with spatial concentration. Hence, it is again only Structural that reflects
this stylized fact.
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6 Discussion & Conclusion
The complexity of technologies has been measured in various ways in the past. The pa-
per reviewed two existing empirical measures of technological complexity: the method of
reflection approach by Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) and the difficulty of knowledge com-
bination approach put forward by Fleming and Sorenson (2001). It was demonstrated that
both approaches rely on critical assumptions motivating the need for alternative measures
of technological complexity. Based on the work of Fleming and Sorenson (2001) and the
literature on network complexity, I proposed the new measure of structuralcomplexity.
It captures the complicatedness of the knowledge combinatorial process underlying tech-
nologies’ advancement.
Five distinct measures of technological complexity based on the three approaches were
estimated and evaluated using European patent data for the years 1980 - 2013. I put
forward four stylized facts that served as a benchmark for the evaluation: increasing
(average) technological complexity over time, complex technologies requiring more R&D
efforts, their R&D is more collaborative, complex technologies concentrating in space, and
identified complex / simple technologies meeting intuitive expectations.
Table 3 summarizes the evaluation results. Only the newly introduced measure Structural,
which captures the structural complexity of knowledge combination underlying technolo-
gies, meet all stylized facts to an acceptable degree. While it does not confirm small
complex technologies being spatially concentrated, these represent a relatively small frac-
tion of all patents.
Stylized fact HH.3NUTS HH.2NUTS HH.Eigen FS.Modular Structural
Increasing complexity No No Yes Yes Yes
Larger R&D No No No Yes Yes
Spatial concentration Yes Yes No No Yes∗
Collaborative R&D No No No No Yes
∗ with very small technologies being exceptions
Table 3: Complexity measures and stylized facts
Its position is further strengthened by the empirical issues troubling the traditional
measures (Table 4). When using the method of reflection approach (HH.3NUTS,HH.2NUTS,
and HH.Eigen), the ranking of technologies in terms of complexity is found to be weakly
conditional on the definition of the underlying spatial unit. Finding an appropriated spa-
tial scale is not only a very difficult task in general, but appropriate spatial units are most
likely to differ in scale between technologies. For instance, some technology’s development
requires spatial proximity of their underlying knowledge bases (Balland and Rigby, 2017)
implying rather small spatial units being appropriate representations, while others do not.
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The latter’s R&D activities might therefore be better captured at larger spatial scales.
Accordingly, any chosen scale will potentially be correct only for a share of technologies.
Empirical issues HH.3NUTS HH.2NUTS HH.Eigen FS.Modular Structural
Spatial scale Yes Yes Yes No No
Technology size No No No No Yes∗
Computational intensity No No No No Yes
∗ in case of small technologies
Table 4: Complexity measures and dominant empirical issues
Using the measure of structural; complexity requires considering its strong positive
correlation with technologies’ size (patent counts) when technologies with few patents are
considered. Moreover, by construction of the measure, the obtained complexity scores
are subject to some random variation across re-estimations using the same data. These
variations are however limited in scope10 and can be minimized by increasing the size
of the drawn subsamples (nodes and network subsamples), though this feeds into the
computational burden of the calculations. The high computational burden is another
noteworthy negative feature of this measure.
Lastly, it is also worthwhile examining the technologies ranked most complex and
simplest by the five measures. I therefore present the ten technologies highest ranked in
terms of the five complexity measures in Tables 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 in the Appendix. The
technologies identified as being most simple are listed in Tables 12, 11, 13, 14, and 15.
Given the potentially biasing effects of small technologies, I concentrate on technologies
with at least 10 patents in the identification of the most complex ones.11 It is beyond the
paper’s scope to discuss each and every technology in the lists but some general patterns
should be mentioned.
The lists of most complex technologies as identified by HH.3NUTS, HH.2NUTS,
and HH.Eigen include many technologies related to manual activities (B23G, B21L,
B27C, D01H, B25C D05B) or to natural resources (B27B, B27G). Usually, these
technologies are not associated with technological complexity. According to HH.3NUTS
and HH.2NUTS chemical technologies (C07C, C07D, C12N , C07K) are technologically
simple. This is counterintuitive as chemistry is usually considered a high-tech technology
involving large R&D efforts (IRI, 2016). In case of FS.Modular, the top-ten list also
includes some technologies that relate to rather simple activities (A63C, A01C,A47J)
and hence might not considered to be complex. In contrast, the ten most simplest tech-
10In non-systematic tests, I found a Pearson correlation of about r = 0.98∗∗∗ across re-estimations and
a rank correlations of about r = 0.91∗∗∗.
11The low number of patents also makes the obtained complexity scores unreliable because most of
them require a sufficiently large number of empirical observations. The full rankings can be obtained
from the author upon request.
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nologies according to this measure seem to be reasonable. It is however strongly driven
by low patent numbers in these fields. The top-ten and bottom-ten lists of Structural
are very compelling with the size of patenting activities appearing to be a clear factor.
Nevertheless, technologies ranking the in one-hundreds in terms of patent numbers, also
make the top-10 list. As for Modular the list of the most simple technologies is clearly
driven by small patent numbers with B61G ranking 484 in terms of patents among the
587 technologies with more than ten patents in 2010.
In summary, the newly proposed measure of structural complexity yields promising
results and performs well with respect to the four stylized facts of technological complexity
put forward in the paper.
Of course, given the lack of an objective benchmark, the presented evaluation has its
limitation, which particularly relates to the four stylized facts. While the literature seems
to agree on these, there is little to no supporting empirical evidence. This, of course, is in
large part due to the lack of a widely-accepted complexity measure. Moreover, there might
be additional stylized facts that have not been considered here. For instance, Balland and
Rigby (2017) argue that complex technologies are likely to yield higher economic rents.
This has not been included in the current assessment, as it is debatable and empirical
data is missing for its assessment.
In light of this, the paper should also be seen as a call for further research and dI hope
to stimulate and contribute to fruitful scientific debate on this issue.
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Appendix
n mean sd median trimmed mad min max range skew kurtosis se
HH.NUTS3 625.00 8.60 4.15 8.60 8.52 1.51 0.00 100.00 100.00 17.04 373.15 0.17
HH.NUTS2 625.00 62.48 11.19 62.84 62.89 9.22 0.00 100.00 100.00 -0.61 2.61 0.45
HH.Eigen 625.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 1.01 0.71 0.00
FS.Modular 595.00 1.74 0.96 1.54 1.61 0.54 0.38 15.50 15.12 6.02 72.51 0.04
Structural 625.00 7.36 2.54 7.86 7.63 2.12 -0.00 13.16 13.16 -1.06 1.18 0.10
Table 5: Descriptives of complexity scores
Rank IPC Description Patents
540 B23G thread cutting working of screws, bolt heads or nuts, in con-
junction therewith
44
585 B21L making metal chains 11
462 B27C planing, drilling, milling, turning or universal machines for
wood or similar material‚
103
535 F23H grates 48
544 B43L articles for writing or drawing upon accessories for writing or
drawing
39
380 D01H spinning or twisting 202
555 G12B constructional details of instruments, or comparable details
of other apparatus, not otherwise provided for
33
424 B25C hand-held nailing or stapling tools manually-operated
portable stapling tools
144
471 B23F making gears or toothed racks 95
419 B27G accessory machines or apparatus for working wood or similar
materials tools for working wood or similar materials
154
Table 6: Top 10 most complex technologies with > 10 patents: HH.3NUTS
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Rank IPC Description Patents
544 B43L articles for writing or drawing upon accessories for writing or
drawing
39
380 D01H spinning or twisting 202
585 B21L making metal chains 11
471 B23F making gears or toothed racks 95
547 D02J finishing or dressing of filaments, yarns, threads, cords, ropes,
or the like
38
540 B23G thread cutting working of screws, bolt heads or nuts, in con-
junction therewith
44
555 G12B constructional details of instruments, or comparable details
of other apparatus, not otherwise provided for
33
583 B68B harness devices used in connection therewith whips or the like 12
446 D05B sewing 121
554 D04C braiding or manufacture of lace, including bobbin-net or car-
bonised lace braiding machines braid lace
33
Table 7: Top 10 most complex technologies with > 10 patents: HH.2NUTS
Rank IPC Description Patents
251 B25F combination or multi-purpose tools not otherwise provided
for details or components of portable power-driven tools not
particularly related to the operations performed and not oth-
erwise provided for
470
462 B27C planing, drilling, milling, turning or universal machines for
wood or similar material‚
103
290 B27B saws for wood or similar material components or accessories
therefor
358
279 B25D percussive tools 383
471 B23F making gears or toothed racks 95
419 B27G accessory machines or apparatus for working wood or similar
materials tools for working wood or similar materials
154
207 D21F paper-making machines methods of producing paper thereon 615
464 F42C ammunition fuzes 103
53 F02M supplying combustion engines in general with combustible
mixtures or constituents thereof
2303
303 F02N starting of combustion engines 335
Table 8: Top 10 most complex technologies with > 10 patents: HH.Eigen
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Rank IPC Description Patents
30 C12Q measuring or testing processes involving enzymes or micro-
organisms
2931
157 B60S servicing, cleaning, repairing, supporting, lifting, or manoeu-
vring of vehicles, not otherwise provided for
888
2 H04L transmission of digital information, e.g. telegraphic commu-
nication
11707
261 A63C skates skis roller skates design or layout of courts, rinks or
the like
447
112 F24C other domestic stoves or ranges details of domestic stoves or
ranges, of general application
1230
101 B60C vehicle tyres 1322
53 F02M supplying combustion engines in general with combustible
mixtures or constituents thereof
2303
50 A47J kitchen equipment coffee mills spice mills apparatus for mak-
ing beverages
2320
295 A01C planting sowing fertilising 346
64 A47L domestic washing or cleaning 2072
Table 9: Top 10 most complex technologies with > 10 patents: FS.Modular
Rank IPC Description Patents
3 A61P specific therapeutic activity of chemical compounds or medic-
inal preparations
10976
1 A61K preparations for medical, dental, or toilet purposes 21895
9 H04W wireless communication networks 7236
109 B60W conjoint control of vehicle sub-units of different type or dif-
ferent function control systems specially adapted for hybrid
vehicles road vehicle drive control systems for purposes not
related to the control of a particular sub-unit
1275
24 A61Q specific use of cosmetics or similar toilet preparations 3476
123 A01P biocidal, pest repellant, pest attractant or plant growth reg-
ulatory activity of chemical compounds or preparations
1130
12 C12N micro-organisms or enzymes medicinal preparations a61k fer-
tilisers c05f) propagating, preserving, or maintaining micro-
organisms mutation or genetic engineering culture media
5351
2 H04L transmission of digital information, e.g. telegraphic commu-
nication
11707
13 C07K peptides 4798
6 C07D heterocyclic compounds 8045
Table 10: Top 10 most complex technologies with > 10 patents: Structural
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Rank IPC Description Nodes
30 C12Q measuring or testing processes involving enzymes or micro-
organisms
2931
15 C07C acyclic or carbocyclic compounds 4639
140 B63B ships or other waterborne vessels equipment for shipping 984
117 A01K animal husbandry care of birds, fishes, insects fishing rearing
or breeding animals, not otherwise provided for new breeds of
animals
1186
32 A23L foods, foodstuffs, or non-alcoholic beverages, not covered by
subclasses a21d or a23b-a23j their preparation or treatment,
e.g. cooking, modification of nutritive qualities, physical treat-
ment
2880
13 C07K peptides 4798
6 C07D heterocyclic compounds 8045
12 C12N micro-organisms or enzymes medicinal preparations a61k fer-
tilisers c05f) propagating, preserving, or maintaining micro-
organisms mutation or genetic engineering culture media
5351
1 A61K preparations for medical, dental, or toilet purposes 21895
3 A61P specific therapeutic activity of chemical compounds or medic-
inal preparations
10976
344 F03G spring, weight, inertia, or like motors mechanical-power-
producing devices or mechanisms, not otherwise provided for
or using energy sources not otherwise provided for
244
Table 11: 10 most simple technologies with > 10 patents: HH.3NUTS
29
Rank IPC Description Nodes
619 G06Q data processing systems or methods, specially adapted for ad-
ministrative, commercial, financial, managerial, supervisory or
forecasting purposes systems or methods specially adapted for
administrative, commercial, financial, managerial, supervisory
or forecasting purposes, not otherwise provided for
8813
620 B65D containers for storage or transport of articles or materials, e.g.
bags, barrels, bottles, boxes, cans, cartons, crates, drums, jars,
tanks, hoppers, forwarding containers accessories, closures, or
fittings therefor packaging elements packages
9858
621 C07K peptides 11326
622 F03B machines or engines for liquids 754
623 A61P specific therapeutic activity of chemical compounds or medic-
inal preparations
27996
624 A61K preparations for medical, dental, or toilet purposes
625 G07F coin-freed or like apparatus 2002
626 F03G spring, weight, inertia, or like motors mechanical-power-
producing devices or mechanisms, not otherwise provided for
or using energy sources not otherwise provided for
447
627 G02C spectacles sunglasses or goggles insofar as they have the same
features as spectacles contact lenses
1025
628 C12G wine other alcoholic beverages preparation thereof 193
Table 12: 10 most simple technologies with > 10 patents: HH.2NUTS
30
Rank IPC Description Nodes
30 C12Q measuring or testing processes involving enzymes or micro-
organisms
2931
15 C07C acyclic or carbocyclic compounds 4639
140 B63B ships or other waterborne vessels equipment for shipping 984
117 A01K animal husbandry care of birds, fishes, insects fishing rearing
or breeding animals, not otherwise provided for new breeds of
animals
1186
32 A23L foods, foodstuffs, or non-alcoholic beverages, not covered by
subclasses a21d or a23b-a23j their preparation or treatment,
e.g. cooking, modification of nutritive qualities, physical treat-
ment
2880
13 C07K peptides 4798
6 C07D heterocyclic compounds 8045
12 C12N micro-organisms or enzymes medicinal preparations a61k fer-
tilisers c05f) propagating, preserving, or maintaining micro-
organisms mutation or genetic engineering culture media
5351
1 A61K preparations for medical, dental, or toilet purposes 21895
3 A61P specific therapeutic activity of chemical compounds or medic-
inal preparations
10976
344 F03G spring, weight, inertia, or like motors mechanical-power-
producing devices or mechanisms, not otherwise provided for
or using energy sources not otherwise provided for
244
Table 13: 10 most simple technologies with > 10 patents: HH.Eigen
Rank IPC Description Nodes
551 F15C fluid-circuit elements predominantly used for computing or
control purposes
36
514 D06C finishing, dressing, tentering, or stretching textile fabrics 61
577 C07G compounds of unknown constitution 18
545 H03C modulation 39
553 B68C saddles stirrups 33
562 H05F static electricity naturally-occurring electricity 28
573 C12F recovery of by-products of fermented solutions denaturing of,
or denatured, alcohol
22
581 B31C making wound articles, e.g. wound tubes, of paper or card-
board‚
14
582 F16S constructional elements in general structures built-up from
such elements, in general
14
585 B21L making metal chains 11
586 B27J mechanical working of cane, cork, or similar materials 11
Table 14: 10 most simple technologies with > 10 patents: FS.Modular
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Rank IPC Description Nodes
521 E21F safety devices, transport, filling-up, rescue, ventilation, or
drainage in or of mines or tunnels
58
484 B61G couplings specially adapted for railway vehicles draught or buff-
ing appliances specially adapted for railway vehicles
86
580 B02B preparing grain for milling refining granular fruit to commercial
products by working the surface
14
553 B68C saddles stirrups 33
585 B21L making metal chains 11
586 B27J mechanical working of cane, cork, or similar materials 11
501 G10D stringed musical instruments wind musical instruments accor-
dions or concertinas percussion musical instruments musical
instruments not otherwise provided for
74
561 D02H warping, beaming, or leasing 30
583 B68B harness devices used in connection therewith whips or the like 12
587 G10C pianos, harpsichords, spinets or similar stringed musical instru-
ments with one or more keyboards
11
Table 15: 10 most simple technologies with > 10 patents: Structural
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